IN THE HIGH COURT OF AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE REGISTRY

No. M112 of 2019

BETWEEN:
GEORGE PELL
~.

...

811

,

Applicant
and

.

THE QUEEN

10

Respondent
.

.

so

.

'. ' . . DENT'S FURTHER SUBMISSIONS
Part in Certification

I . These submissions are in a fomi suitable for publication on the internet.
Part 11: Issues

2. The issues are set out in paragi'aph I of the Applicant's Further Submissions.
Part 111: Section 78B of the I"ditto, y, ,or 1903 (Cth)
3. Notice under s 78B of the Judiciary Adj903 (Cth) is not required.
20

Part IV: Factual Background
Trial

4. The entire trial in the County Court was recorded. '
5. The evidence of the complainant (A) was given by way of recorded evidence: A's
evidence-in-chief, cross-examination and re-examination had been recorded as it took place

in front of the jury at the first trial. During A's cross-examination, a recording of a
walkthrougli of the Cathedral conducted with A by the police informant on 29 March 2016

was played to A and to the court. '
The evidence of a number of other witnesses was also given by way of recordings from the

first trial. ' The remainder of the witnesses gave evidence in person.

' Pen v The Queen [2019] VsCA 186, fu 35, [4/5], [1031] (Fell) (CAB 189,312,466)

' A (Transctipt of Ex MFl-G) T260.18-265.6 myM 127-132). In the present trial, the video of the walkthrough was
played in full to the jary and tendered as Exhibit I ; the jary was also provided with a transcript of the walkthrough
T165.6-16610. Subsequently, during the playing of A's cross-examination, relevant portions of the walkthrough
video were again played to the jury: see T171.2ff

' Those withesses were the fomier choristers Mueller (Ex ^^ff'I-H), Quinn (Ex MFl-J), Nathan (Ex MFl-R), Thomas
Ex MFl-T and WeIch Ex A^IFl-V , and the winemaker Ma Ex MFl-M
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7. A recording of the applicant's record of interview conducted on 19 October 2016 was played

during the police infonmant's examination-in-chief. '
8. On 14 November 2018, the jury attended a view of St Patrick's Cathedral in the presence of

the trial judge and the parties' counsel. ' The view was filmed by an authorised videographer
A DVD of the recording was tendered as an exhibit in the trial together with an index of
locations shown on the view. 6
appeal

9. On 9 April2019, the Judicial Registrar of the Court of Appeal wrote to the parties advising
that, subject to any submissions from the parties, the bench intended to:
10

a. view the edited video evidence of A that was shown to the jury;
b. view the evidence of the witnesses Portelli, MCGlone and Potter from recordings
made of the trial in the County Court; and
c. be taken on a view of the Cathedral

10. The parties were requested to make aiTy submissions regarding the bench's proposed course
of action by 12 April2019.
I I . Both parties filed submissions. The applicant agreed that the bench should have the benefit

of a view of St Patrick's. ' The applicant objected to the bench's proposal to view the video
evidence of A, Portal11, MCGlone and Potter. The applicant submitted that regard to the
transcript was sufficient for the Court's review of the evidence because the applicant's
20

complaint was not that the manner in which A gave his evidence undennined the cogency

of A's account, but rather that the content of A's account conflicted with a body of evidence

that rendered the offending realistically impossible and/or improbable. ' The applicant
submitted that in the event the bench decided to view tlTe recordings of evidence, then it
should also watch the evidence of Connor, Finnigan, Cox, Mallinson, Rodney Deanng,

David Deanng, Parissi and Bonomy, as well as the applicant's record of interview. ' This,
the applicant submitted, would "am 61iorate (if not eliminate)" the risk of imbalance

identified in Ski v The Queen. 10
12. The respondent did not object to the bench being taken on a view of the Cathedral. The
respondent supported the bench viewing the evidence of the witnesses proposed in the

4 Tji01.24-1103.28

5 See Evidence ACi 2008 (Vic) s 53
6 T214.2-21; Ex X

' Applicant's Submissions in Response to Court's Correspondence of 9 April2019 [3(b)]
' Applicant's Submissions in Response to Court's Correspondence of 9 April2019191
' Applicant's SubmissionsinResponse to Court's Correspondence of9 April2019 t131-t141
'' (2011) 243 CLR 400 (SKI). See Applicant's Submissions in Response to Court's Correspondence of 9 April
2019 t131
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correspondence from the Court and had no objection to the bench viewing the evidence of

the additional witnesses identified in the applicant's submissions. ' '
13. Ultimately, in addition to reading transcript from the trial, all meInbers oftlTe bench viewed
the video recordings of the evidence given by A, Portelli, Potter, MCGlone, Connor,

Finnigan, Cox, Mallinson, Rodney Deanng, David Deadng, Parissi and Bonomy" and the
applicant's record of interview. " The bench also attended a view of the Cathedral in the
presence of both parties' lawyers. '' The judgment of the majority of the Court of Appeal
also indicates that their Honours watched the video of the 29 March 2016 walkthroug}1. ''
Part V: Subnitssions
10

General PI. incjples
14. An intennediate appellate couit's task in applying the test in M is not to substitute trial by

an appeal court for trial by jury. '' At the same time, the intennediate appellate court must
undertake an "independent assessinent"" of the "whole of the evidence"" in order to answer
tlTe question of whether it was open to the jury to be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that
the accused was guilty

20

15. These aspects of the intermediate appellate court's role must be balanced in order to answer
the question of whether the court can and should go beyond the written record of the trial
On the one hand, the "whole of the evidence" before the jury, taken at its broadest, is not
confined to the written record: the jury will have seen witnesses give evidence, either in
person or in recorded fomi; and in some cases, the jury will have considered evidence not
readily reducible to writing, such as their observations from a view. On the other hand, the
fact that t}Te interniediate appellate court is not to substitute trial by appeal court for trial by
jury tells against a requirement that the court replicate the jury's experience of the evidence
16. It is for the latter reason that the M test does not as a general rule require an intennediate
appellate court to undertake a review of evidence not contained ill the written record of the
in al. Thus, in SKI, French CJ, Gunnnow and Kiefe1 11 said:"

30

The account given and the language used by witnesses, which are available by way of
transcript, are usually sufficient for a review of evidence. It is to be expected that if there is
something which may affect a court's view of the evidence, which can only be discerned
visually or by sound, it can and will be identified. Absent this purpose it is not possible to

'' Respondent's Submissionsin Response to Emailfrom Judicial Registrar on 9 April2019 t11
" Fell[321-[331,11044]-[1046] (CAB 189-190,468-469)
,3 pen t1851,1109/1 (CAB 235,478)

" Pen 1331 (CAB 189); Transcrlpt of Court of Appeal heating T1.32-2.6
15 pen fn 62 (CAB 202)

to M, The Queen (1994) 181 CLR 487,494 (Mason CJ, Deane, Dawson and Toohey ID (un; R VBnde"-Clay (2016)
258 CLR 308,330 1661 ume Court) (Bride"-Clay)

'7 M (1994) 181 CLR 487,492 (Mason CJ, Deane, Dawson and Toohey JJ)
'' M (1994) 181 CLR 487,493 (Mason CJ, Deane, Dawson and Toohey ID
re (2011) 243 CLR 400,4/1 13/1
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conclude that a court is obliged to go hather and view a recording of evidence. There must
be something in the circumstances of the case which necessitates such an approach
Since the applicant in SLl had not identified anTy circumstance which would have

necessitated the viewing of the complainant's recorded evidence, the applicant's complaint
that the Couit of Criminal Appeal erred by not viewing the recording failed. "
17. At the same time, SL4 did not purport to prohibit an interniediate appellate court from having
regard to evidence considered by the jury that is outside of the written record. The Court in

SLl was dealing with an argument that the Court of Criminal Appeal had erred by not
viewing the complainant's video recorded evidence. The Court's statements were therefore
10

directed to whether an interniediate appellate court is obliged to view recordings of evidence,
as opposed to whether it is pennitted to do so. Further, the joint judgi:lient referred" with
apparent approval to the observations made in R V E/ Monstqfo" that whether a video
recording of evidence should be viewed must depend upon the particular circumstances of
the case

18. In the respondent's submission, it would not be desirable to stipulate for every case a single
answer to tlie question of whether an intennediate appellate court should have regard to
evidence considered by the jury that extends beyond the written record of the tiial. Much
will depend upon the circumstances of the case, including the nature of the evidence
20

considered at trial and the specific arguments put o11 appeal. It is not difficult to envisage
situations where it may be challenging for an interniediate appellate court to properly fillfil
its function without recourse to recorded or other non-written evidence: for example, where
there is a dispute about what was said by a witness or about the manner 11T which it was said,
or where it may be difficult to understand the written transcripts of evidence without regard
to the recorded (or other) evidence
19. Thus, while the starting point is that the written record is usually sufficient for a review of the

evidence, " the respondent submits that an intennediate appellate court has a discretion as to
whether to consider recorded or other non-written evidence that was before the jury. This is
consistent with the current practice of interniediate appellate courts. ''
20. Matters relevant to the exercise of the court's discretion include:

an (2011) 243 CLR 400,4/2 t351 (French CJ, Gummow and Kiefel JJ), 433 t1161 (CTennan I)
" (2011) 243 CLR 400,4/2 t341 (French CJ, Gummow and KiefelID
" 120101 VsCA 40,1451 (Redlich and Harper JJA and Hadersberger AJA)
23 SKI (2011) 243 CLR 400,4/1 13/1 (French CJ, Gunnnow and KiefelID
'in Victoria, see, for example: Pure topseudonyi, I) v Tile Queen 120191 VsCA 170,1771 (recording not viewed);
Sinn/IV The Queen [2018] VsCA 258,1621 (recording not viewed); Deacon fopseudony, 11) v nie Queen [2018]
VsCA 257,11441 (recording not viewed); Bachiii topseudonyiii) v The Queen 120161 VsCA 200, t631 (recordin,
viewed); R V E/ MOMSiqf0 120101 VsCA 40, t441-t461 (recording viewed). In New South Wales, see, for example
JPM, 7/1e Queen [2019] NSWCCA 301, [551,1641, [2401 (recording viewed); Hz, 7/1e Queen [2018] NSWCCA
294,1421-[541,1142] (recording viewed); Am bury v T/Ie Queen [2018] NSWCCA 275, t751 (recording not viewed);
CLC, The Queen [2015] NSWCCA 248, [751-178], 1941-t951, t10/1 (recording viewed by some members of the
bench but not others); E/,, tony v The Queen [2015] NSWCCA 85,1351, t581 (recording not viewed); Punchn/, The
Q"een 120141 NSWCCA 275, [531-[551 (recording not viewed); Sodmes , 71, e Queen [2012] NSWCCA 188,1/1,
t901 (recording not viewed)
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a. tlTe centrality of the evidence to the case as run at trial and the arguments on appeal;
b. any arguments made by the parties as to why tlTe evidence should or should not be
viewed;

c. the nature of the evidence - whether the substance of it is captured in the written
record, or whether it is not readily reducible to written fonn; and
d. whether viewing the evidence would lead to an undue focus upon certain witnesses
or aspects of the case, thus creating the risk of imbalance identified in SLj. 25
21. The applicant appears to suggest that SLl imposes a requirement upon the interniediate
appellate court to identify a forensic purpose for viewing recorded or other nori-written
10

evidence. " The respondent does not agree that SKI stands for that proposition. The Court
of Criminal Appeal in SKI did not view the recording in question so no issue arose as to
whether it should have identified a purpose for doing so. Rather, SL4 makes clear that a
party that does ITot identify a forensic purpose for viewing a recording calmot then allege
that the interniediate appellate court erred by not having regard to the recording
22. While it may generally be desirable for an interniediate appellate court to provide reasons
for why it has decided to view recorded or non-written evidence, the respondent does not
agree with the applicant's submission that an absence of or deficiency in such reasons
necessaiily vitiates a decision to view the evidence. " As set out in nTore detail below '' the
respondent submits that in this case there was no error in the Court of Appeal's decision to

20

view the evidence that it did

23. A court's decision to view recorded or other non-written evidence does not diminish the

force of the first consideration identified in M as relevant to the application of the test namely, that the jury is the body entrusted with the primary responsibility of detennining
guilt or innocence. 29
24. A court's decision to view recorded or otlTer non-written evidence may reduce, but calmot
eliminate, the force of the second consideration identified in M- namely, themry's benefit

in seeing and hearing the evidence. " It is not common for an interniediate appellate court to
watch the recordings of the evidence of anTy more than a haiTdfiil of witnesses. In contrast, a
jury undertakes its task in the particular atmosphere of the trial which may not be
30

reproducible upon appeal. " As recently observed in Hz v The Queen:"

25 (2011) 243 CLR 400,410 t281-t291 (French CJ, Gununow and KiefelID
26 Applicant's Further Submissions 151-t61
" See Housing Coinmi'ssion of New Soulh Wales v rutmni' Pus!oral Co Ply, Ltd [1983] 3 NSWLR 378,386
(MalloneyIA); Pub/^t Service Board QINew Sowt/I \Q/es v OSmond (1983) 159 CLR 656,666-667 (Gibbs CJ)
28 see below at 1281-t341
29 M (1994) 181 CLR 487,493 (Mason CJ, Deane, Dawson and Toohey ID
30 M (1994) 181 CLR 487,493 onason CJ, Deane, Dawson and TooheyID

" Whilehoi'n v The Queen (1983) 152 CLR 657,687 (Dawson J, Gibbs CJ and Brennan J agreeing); 10"es , The
Queen (1997) 191 CLR 439,442 (Brennan J). See also Fell [351-[361, [1048]-[1049] (CAB 190-191,469)

32 120181 NSWCCA 294, t1481-t1491 (Walton and WilsoiiID
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the trial environment is infonned by every aspect of the tital: the opening proceedings and
what the jury is told by the trial judge then and during the trial about its task; the obseivations
of the interchange between counsel and witness; the obseivations of witnesses and the
demeanour of each, and the differino observations that may be made at different stages of the
evidence of the same witness; and the presence before the jury of the accused person, and the
opportunity the iruy has to observe him or her when particular evidence is given, and
throughout the trial. All of those aspects of a jury trial have a bearing on the verdicts
ultimately reinined by the tribunal of fact

10

The environment of the trial provides the context to the iruy' s observations of evidence, and
decisions made by jurors as to what evidence should be accepted and what rejected; and to
their receptiveness or otherwise to arguments placed before them. The jury's advantage in
being present at the whole of the trial is of considerable inTPOrtance in detennining a oround
of appeal that contends that the verdict or verdicts reinined by a jury were unreasonable and
not supported by evidence

25. Further, as the respondent ITas previously submitted, " the jury's advantage includes the
worldly experience it brings to its task, its ability to deliberate as a group throug}IOUt the
trial, and the discipline generated by the requirement of unanimity or very high majority. As
the majority in the Court of Appeal observed, "no advance in technology can ever replicate

the unique features of jury deliberation and decision-making". 34
20

Non-written evidence and ihe "two-step process "

26. The respondent's submissions have been made on the basis that the M test is encapsulated
by the question: "whether the court thinks that upon the whole of the evidence it was open

to the jury to be satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that the accused was guilty"." As
previously submitted, " the respondent does not agi'ee that M "requires" the two-step process
set out by the applicant" or that the two-step process is "orthodox"."

30

27. If, however, the High Court were to accept the applicant's submission that the two-step
process must be applied, it is the respondeiTt's submission that this may impact the answer
to whether an intennediate appellate court should have regard to non-written evidence that
was considered by the jury. Under the two-step process, the first and central question for an
intennediate appellate court is whether tl}e court itself has a reasonable doubt as to guilt. In
order to properly answer that question, one would expect the court should have regard to o11
of the evidence from the trial available to it, both written and non-written - for a verdict is

infonned by every aspect of the trial, not simply what can be reduced to transcript.
33 Respondent's Submissions t211
34 pen t391 (CAB 191-192)

35 see Respondent's Submissions t201-t271
36 Respondent's Submissions 1241-t261
37 Applicant's Submissions 1431
'' Applicant's Further Submissions t71. There is no reference to any two-step process in the High Court's recent
judgments in R V Bachn-Clay (2016) 258 CLR 308, GAYv 7/1e Queen (2017) 91 atJR 698.1iwin v Tile Queen
(2018) 262 CLR 626 and Fennel/ v 7/1e Queen (2019) 93 ALJR 12/9

39 see above at t151,1241
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The burden thus imposed upon anT intennediate appellate court may necessitate a departure
from that position. But as a matter of principle, the two-step process suggests that
intennediate appellate courts would be expected to have regard to recorded and other

non-written evidence more frequently than is contemplated by SKI. "
Application of PI'incjples ill tilep, 'ese"t case
No ei'ror ill viewing evidence

10

28. In the present case, the Court of Appeal exercised its discretion to undertake a view of the
Cathedral; (in the majority's case) to view a recording of the 29 March 2016 walkthrough of
the Cathedral; and to view the recorded evidence of certain witnesses. In the respondeiTt's
submission, it was appropriate for t}Te Court to do so
29. The Court' s view of the Cathedral was supported by both parties and was conducted in the
presence of tl}e parties' lawyers. Many of the witnesses in the trial referred to various
locations within andjust outside the Cathedral in their evidence. The Court's attendance of
the view assisted it in understanding the evidence of those witnesses.
30. The majority's view of tlie walkthrough video was understandable given the detailed

questioning about the video during A's cross-examination. " While a transcript of the
walkthrough video was prepared, tlTat transcript does not capture what was seeiT in the
walkthrough video. The majority's view of the walkthrough video assisted it in
understanding A's cross-examination.
20

31 . The Court' s decision to seek to view the recorded evidence of A, Portelli, Potter and

MCGlone reflected t}Te nature of the arguments on appeal. The applicant primarily relied
upon the evidence of Portelli, Potter and MCGlone in asserting that the offendino was

"impossible"." The respondent argued in response that the jury was entitled to question the
reliability of those witnesses' evidence. " In those circumstances, and given the centrality of

30

the evidence of Portelli, Potter and MCGlone to the applicant's case, it was within the Court's
discretioiT to consider that it would be aided in its task by viewing the recordings of those
witnesses' evidence. Further, the applicant's case on appeal included an attack on A's
credibility: it was asserted that A repeatedly changed his account in critical ways and that he
either was "uncertain and unreliable about critical particulars of his own narrative" or
"demonstrated a tendency to deliberately alter crucial elements of his story on numerous

occasions when confronted by solid obstacles"." In light of that arguinent and the centrality
of A's evidence to the prosecution case, it was also within the Court's' discretion to decide
that it would be assisted by viewing the recording of A's evidence.
32. The Court of Appeal gave the parties an OPPortuiTity to provide submissions on whether it
should view the evidence of A, Fortelli, Potter and MCGlone. The Court ultimately adopted
00 See above at t161
'' See A (Transcript of Ex MFl-G) T260.18-265.6 (RFM 127-132)
42 Applicant's Written Casein the Court of Appeal t201-t211
'' Respondent's Revised Written Case in the Court of Appeal t381-t4/1
44 Applicant's Written Case in the Court of Appeal t261
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a course suggested by the applicant, which was agreed to by the respondent: it watched the
evidence of a number of additional witnesses identified by the applicant so as to address any
concerns of the kind raised in SKI about an 11nbalance in the evidence. The parties were

made aware of the Court's course" and had the opportunity at the hearing to make
submissions on matters arising from the recordings.

33. Each judgment identified the non-written evidence viewed by the respective judges. The
majority observed that it had viewed A's evidence because of its "centrality", and that it had
viewed the evidence of a number of opportunity witnesses to avoid the risk of imbalance
10

identified in SLl. '' Wariberg IA stated that the process of watching the recorded evidence
of the various witnesses had "proved to be of considerable value". 47
34. Having regard to the above circumstances, the Court of Appeal's approach to the viewing of
recorded and non-written evidence was well open to it.

Impoci of viewing ofe\Jidence

35. As the majority of the Court of Appeal correctly recognised, " the decision by the bench to
view the recorded evidence of various witnesses did not detract from the consideration that

the jury was the primary tribunal of fact. And while the availability of recorded evidence

narrowed the gap between the position of the jury and the appellate court, " it remained the
case that the jury retained an advantage over the appellate court" for the reasons identified
above. " The majority's judgment appropriateIy reflected these considerations. "
20

36. Ultimately, the majority's viewing of non-written evidence did not affect its application of
the M test in any manner relevant to the issues in this application for special leave. As
required byM, themajority assessed A's reliability and credibility in the context of the whole

of the evidencein the case. " A's demeanour was one aspect of the majority's assessment
but the applicant overstates" the role it played in the majority's analysis. The majority's
discussion of A's demeanour occurred in its assessment of the applicant's argument that A's

account was a deliberate falsity or a fantasy. " In reaching its conclusion that the jury were
entitled to reject that contention '' the majority took into account not only A's demeanour
but also the substance of what A said. " Further, the majority expressly recognised that A's
account could not be considered in isolation but had to be criticalIy evaluated in 11glTt of the

45 Transcript of Court of Appeal hearing T1.32-2.6
46 pen 1321 (CAB 189)
47 pen 110451 (CAB 468-469)
48 pen t401 (CAB 192)

co Pen t301 (CAB 188)
50 pen t351-t391 (CAB 190-192)
" See above at [241-125]

52 see Respondent's Submissions 1281-t351
53 Respondent's Submissions t361-t371
54 Applicant's Further Submissions 1141
55 pen [651-[971,1197]-t2311 (CAB 199-209,239-253)
56 pen t901 (CAB 207)
" Pen 1771-[801, [861-[871, [911-[971, [2031-[2071,1209], 12/6], t2191-t2311 (CAB 203-209,242-244,249-253)

opportunity evidence. " The applicant has not identified any error in the majority's judicial
method.

Dated: 26 February 2020.
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58 pen [93] (CAB 208)

